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The ten articles in the present volume are revised versions
of papers presented at a colloquium held in 1997 at the Uni-
versity of Nijmegen. They represent the various methods and
approaches which scholars today are using in the study of the
Prophet's biography, the sira. Part I consists of five articles
in which the focus is on the development of the sira tradi-
tion. The other five articles in Part II address the question of
the historical value of our sources.

In his introduction to the volume Harald Motzki, who is
also one of the contributors, discusses the ongoing dispute
among Islamicists about the value of the sira sources. The
dispute, he states, is blurred by factors such as the lack of
systematic source-critical studies and of reflection on meth-
ods for assessing the reliability of biographical Ìadiths, the
fact that conclusions about the relationship between the
Qur'an and exegetical and biographical traditions have often
been based on study of a few cases, and the fact that modern
biographies of the Prophet have until now relied on a limited
range of sources. Motzki believes that if these shortcomings
are tackled the question of reliability of the sources would
become clearer. This volume is presented as a step in the
right direction.

The first article is by Uri Rubin who analyses several ver-
sions of the episode of a council of war that MuÌammad is
said to have held with his Companions. The argument is that
the tensions and conflicts within the community in the
first/seventh century, such as the rivalry between the Muha-
jirun and the AnÒar and the demand that those in authority
resort to consultation, and the emerging self-image of the
Muslims of that period as the new chosen community influ-
enced the manner in which MuÌammad's period was remem-
bered.

Marco Schöller examines the account of MuÌammad al-
Kalbi concerning the Prophet's conflict with Arabian Jews
on the basis of traditions from Tafsir al-Kalbi and other mate-
rial transmitted on his authority. He argues that although
Kalbi's Tafsir was probably compiled in the late third/ninth
century and contains later interpolations, it is still a valuable
source for second/eighth century exegesis. He notes that
Kalbi's legal material is similar to that found in other early
tafsir works and in maghazi reports transmitted from Zuhri
and Musa b. ‘Uqba but different from material found in
“orthodox” sira accounts (e.g., Ibn IsÌaq's and Waqidi's) in
which the earlier elements are absent and the influence of
legal reasoning and disputes is more visible. From this
Schöller concludes that the early exegetical material was not
derived from or adapted to existing sira and maghazi reports
but preceded them, which is contrary to the thesis put for-
ward by Rubin in The Eye of the Beholder (Princeton, New
Jersey 1995) where he argues that stories in the sira acquired
their exegetic function only at a secondary stage.

Adrien Leites examines two sets of sira traditions which
make use of the same imagery (the shooting stars and the
banishing of demonic powers) and are concerned with the
theme of MuÌammad as inaugurator of a “new order”. He
argues that the two sets of traditions reflected two different

conceptions of the Prophet, the “functional” and the “onto-
logical”: according to the first conception, the “new order”
coincides with the beginning of the Prophetic mission (and
the revelation of the Qur'an), and according to the second,
with the birth of the Prophet (which represents his emergence
from a state of pre-existence). The evidence of Shi‘ite and
Sunni sources and of reports which go back to Ja‘far al-∑adiq
and his disciple Ibn Kharrabudh seems to suggest that the
“ontological conception” originated in and remained the only
one in the Shi‘ite tradition, and that the “functional concep-
tion” existed from an early stage and remained the dominant
one in the Sunni tradition. On the other hand, it would seem
that the “ontological conception” had also appeared among
Sunni scholars by the end of the second/eighth century (as
might be inferred from a report cited by Ibn ‘Asakir, and
probably derived from Akhbar al-madina of Ibn Bakkar (d.
256/870), where Ja‘far al-∑adiq appears to have been
removed from the isnad), but it disappeared soon afterwards
and then reappeared in the tenth/sixteenth century. Increased
Sunni receptiveness to ∑ufi doctrine is suggested as an expla-
nation for this reappearance, while the reasons for the inte-
gration of the “ontological conception” by the end of the sec-
ond/eighth century are said to remain undetermined.

Leites' interpretation of the earlier stages of development
is problematic for two reasons. Firstly, there is no compelling
reason to suppose that the traditions which associate the
shooting stars with the birth of the Prophet and which
appeared in some of the early Sunni sources had already been
identified as of Shi‘ite origin or that they were deprived of
ascription to Ja‘far al-∑adiq by the early Sunni compilers.
After all, al-∑adiq was recognized as an authority by a num-
ber of Sunni scholars, and the possibility that Ibn ‘Asakir
himself omitted him from the isnad cannot be ruled out. Sec-
ondly, there is no solid evidence that the birth of the Prophet
had already acquired an ontological significance or been asso-
ciated with ideas about his pre-existence (as one finds, for
example, in Kulini, al-Kafi, ed. Ghaffari, I, pp. 439ff). In fact,
Leites' data would fit in better with a later dating for the elab-
oration of Shi‘ite esoteric doctrine where the birth of the
Prophet (and of the imams) came to have a metaphysical sig-
nificance. A later dating could explain why the traditions
which associate the shooting stars with the “birth” appear in
some early Sunni sources and why they tend to disappear
after the middle of the third/ninth century: it was only when
they became associated with Shi‘ite esotericism that Sunni
scholars would have stopped citing them as a sign of MuÌam-
mad's prophethood.

Gregor Schoeler's article is in German with an English
summary at the end. It is meant as a refutation of the con-
clusions reached by Schacht in his study of Musa b. ‘Uqba's
Maghazi. Schacht had argued that Musa's reporting from
Zuhri was fictitious and due to a “growth” or “spread” of
the isnads and concluded that false ascriptions were also rife
in the historical tradition. Schoeler, however, comes to the
conclusion that Musa's indication of Zuhri as his source is
authentic and, on the basis of similar arguments, that the ear-
lier link in the chain, namely, ‘Urwa b. al-Zubayr, is also
authentic. The question of whether the reports correspond to
historical fact is left open. An assessment of Schoeler's
method and arguments will be given below together with that
of Motzki's and Görke's.

Maher Jarrar presents his article as an attempt to pave the
way for more study of the early Imami sira-maghazi tradi-
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tion. A number of Imamis are reported to have written works
of this genre, but none is extant. Jarrar concentrates his exam-
ination on a body of material that the Imami tradition ascribes
to a certain Aban b. ‘Uthman who is said to have been a dis-
ciple of Ja‘far al-∑adiq and his son Musa al-KaÂim and is
credited with a work on sira and maghazi. The material
examined is found in a variety of sources and exhibits Imami
concerns and interpretations of events in the life of the
Prophet and in pre-Islamic sacred history. Jarrar is acutely
aware of the need to be cautious when reconstructing earlier
works from later sources (p. 99f), but he seems to argue in
favour of the authenticity of ascription of the material to
Aban on the basis that it is narrated by a wide range of trans-
mitters and that in many ways it resembles that of his con-
temporary al-Waqidi and of Yunus b. Bukayr (p. 107).

Michael Lecker examines three reports about the alliance
that MuÌammad is said to have made with the AnÒar at
‘Aqaba and the reaction of the Quraysh to that alliance, which
are at variance with the standard accounts. The reports are
found in 10th/16th century sira compliations but appear to
have been derived from much earlier works. They refer to a
treaty between the Quraysh and the AnÒar, according to
which there would be a truce between them for several
months and after that the Prophet and his Companions would
be allowed to leave to Medina. According to the standard
accounts, however, the reason for the postponement of
MuÌammad's Hijra is not made clear. Lecker suggests that
the rare reports may have been suppressed in the standard
sira literature because they do not fit in with the image of a
persecuted prophet. As regards the question of reliability of
the reports, he seems to be saying that although they may be
early and the account of events following ‘Aqaba would
make better sense if it included the treaty, they are not nec-
essarily historical (p. 166).

The articles by Motzki and Görke, like the one by
Schoeler, aim to trace the transmission history of sira tradi-
tions by comparing their variants. Motzki and Görke believe
that their reconstructions also enable them to recover the
“historical kernel”. This kernel is thought to be in the com-
mon elements of the variants and where there are no appar-
ent motives for their fabrication. The argument in each of
these three articles is methodical and clearly presented. As
many of the variant reports as possible are analysed together
with their isnads and the common links in the isnads are iden-
tified. Where the variants going back to a common link dis-
play agreement on broad outline and structural and textual
similarities, this is taken as evidence that the common link
must also be the common source. Differences in detail and
wording are said to exclude the possibility that one line of
transmission was dependent on another or that the common
link was artificially created by one of the transmitters copy-
ing or imitating the text of another transmitter and providing
it with a false isnad. Where two or more of the variants have
in common details not found in the other variants going back
to the same common link, this is explained on the basis that
the common source must have told the story in different ways
(Motzki, pp. 188, 195). Conclusions are then reached as to
when and by whom the tradition was first put into circula-
tion, what the earliest texts looked like, and how they
changed at various stages of the process of transmission.
These conclusions, if accepted, would support the traditional
picture of how the life story of the Prophet was handed down.

However, the sorts of arguments used in these articles are

not likely to convince those Islamicists who take the view
that, since legal, theological and exegetical concerns pervade
much of the sira, isnads are as likely to have been fabricated
here as in the legal literature. A main objection is likely to
be that none of the features identified in the analysis of those
variant traditions excludes the possibility that common links
were artificially created by the spread of isnads. Also likely
to be rejected is the reasoning which says that if a spread of
isnad did take place we should expect the variants to be much
closer to one another and to exhibit fewer differences in detail
than they actually do. One argument against this reasoning
would be that a transmitter or compiler who was reluctant to
name his real source and contributed to the spread of an isnad
might have been motivated by his desire to narrate the story
in a different way or to include additional material. Or, he
might have introduced changes in order to conceal the real
origin of his report because his source happened to be unac-
ceptable as an authority in certain circles. In other words, it
could be argued that where a spread of isnad did take place
we would expect to find these sorts of variations and perhaps
more, not less, of them than in cases of real transmission.

Robert Hoyland reexamines some of the non-Muslim
material used by Crone and Cook in Hagarism, namely, the
earliest Christian portrayals of MuÌammad. Some of the crit-
ics of Hagarism had argued that the non-Muslim sources of
the first/seventh and second/eighth centuries cannot tell us
anything of value about Islam in its formative phase. Hoy-
land accepts that these sources contain bias and distortions
and that their accounts may be influenced by biblical notions
about the Arabs and Arabia, but he notes that there is suffi-
cient evidence to suggest that much of their information was
either based on personal observation or derived from the
Muslims themselves.

The last article is by Andrew Rippin who argues against
the conventional view of the Qur'an as a primary source and
as evidence for the veracity of the sira. Rippin examines the
question of the addressee of the Qur'an and shows that the
picture is much less cohesive than commonly assumed: the
addressee is often the community, where the singular “you”
is used this may be read as an address to the reciter, and there
are unexpected disruptions and switches from plural to sin-
gular. In the sira and tafsir traditions some of these difficul-
ties with the addressee were resolved, for example, by tak-
ing a plural “you” as a reference to the singular MuÌammad,
but other difficulties could only be ignored. Rippin suggests
that these facts support the thesis that it was the Muslim tra-
dition which provided a consistent picture of MuÌammad as
a background to the text.

April 2001 Tamima BAYHOM-DAOU

* *
*

BAR-ASHER, Meir M. — Scripture and Exegesis in Early
Imami Shi¨ism. (Islamic Philosophy Theology and
Science, Vol. XXXVII). E.J. Brill Publishers N.V. Lei-
den, 1999. (24 cm, XV, 274). ISBN 90-04-11495-5;
ISSN 0169-8729. Nlg. 159,-/$ 94.00.

Depuis deux ou trois décennies, les études shiites en géné-
ral ou imamites en particulier sont principalement consacrées
— la révolution iranienne oblige — aux aspects politiques,
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sociologiques ou économiques de l'imamisme moderne et
contemporain. D'autres, minoritaires mais en nombre respec-
table, fondées essentiellement sur des méthodes philologique
et historique, examinent le shi¨isme classique dans ses dimen-
sions religieuses et doctrinales, théologiques, juridiques, mys-
tiques, philosophiques, etc.1) Parmi ces ouvrages, bon nombre
touchent bien sûr directement ou indirectement les données
exégétiques, mais il faut bien rappeler que depuis Die Rich-
tungen der islamischen Koranauslegung, l'ouvrage pionnier
mais déjà très ancien d'I.Goldziher,2) aucune monographie
critique d'envergure nˆa été consacrée à l'exégèse imamite
ancienne.3) Le livre de M.M.Bar-Asher, savant connu par
ailleurs pour ses remarquables travaux, en collaboration avec
Ariyeh Kofsky, sur la NuÒayriyya, vient ainsi combler, et de
manière excellente, cette lacune.4)

Version complétée et mise à jour d'une thèse de doctorat,
soutenue en 1991 à l'Université Hébraïque de Jérusalem,
l'ouvrage est essentiellement consacré à ce que l'auteur
appelle «lˆEcole pré-bouyide de l'exégèse imamite». l'intro-
duction (pp. 1-25), aussi dense que documentée et instruc-
tive, présente le contexte historique et religieux, l'importance
de l'exégèse en milieu imamite, le plan de l'ouvrage ainsi
que les principales sources exploitées.

Le chapitre 1 (pp. 27-70) est consacré aux quatre grands
compilateurs5) de commentaires coraniques pré-bouyides,
tous morts au 4e/ 10e siècle, ainsi quˆà leurs œuvres: Furat b.
Furat b. Ibrahim al-Kufi, ¨Ali b. Ibrahim al-Qummi, MuÌam-
mad b. Mas¨ud al-¨Ayyashi et MuÌammad b. Ibrahim al-
Nu¨mani. Les manuscrits, les anciennes et les nouvelles édi-
tions ainsi que les principales caractéristiques de ces plus
anciens tafsir-s imamites qui nous soient parvenus, sont pré-
sentés avec méticulosité. On soulignera en particulier l'im-
portance des sous-chapitres 1-4 sur la censure du matériau
anti-«sunnite» du Tafsir d'al-Qummi dans sa nouvelle édi-
tion, et 1-5, sur la présence d'importantes strates zaydites
jarudites dans ce même ouvrage.

Dans le second chapitre (pp. 71-86), certaines caractéris-
tiques de «lˆEcole pré-bouyide de l'exégèse» sont analysées:
le commentaire par le Ìadith, le procédé sélectif appliqué aux
versets coraniques, la rareté de spéculations proprement théo-
logiques (lˆauteur entend surtout par là la théologie spécula-
tive dialectique du type du kalam ) et l'importance de l'ins-
titution de l'imamat, l'attitude violemment hostile envers les
Compagnons et les tendances anti-sunnites.

Le chapitre 3 (pp. 87-124) constitue, à mon sens, la partie
la plus imortante et la plus originale du livre; il est consacré
aux méthodes d'exégèse et consiste en un examen précis et

érudit aussi bien des fondements doctrinaux de «la science
de l'exégèse» en tant que discipline nécessaire, que des
méthodes exégétiques proprement dites. Les deux premiers
sous-chapitres sur la nécessité de l'interprétation du Coran et
l'autorité de l'interprète touchent de près l'imamologie et
éclaire excellemment les bases épistémologiques du tafsir
imamite et même shi¨ite en général. Dans le troisième sous-
chapitre, consacré aux méthodes exégétiques, quelques pro-
blèmes de première importance sont analysés, entre autres les
interprétations fondées sur les altérations du texte coranique,
les interprétations allégoriques et typologiques ou encore
l'usage du langage codé.

Le chapitre 4 (pp. 125-203), le plus long du livre, est
consacré, comme il se doit, à l'imamat et aux doctrines sˆy
référant. Paradoxalement, il apporte peu de nouveautés par
rapport aux études antérieures, par exemple celles de H.Cor-
bin, W.Madelung, E.Kohlberg, U.Rubin ou du signataire de
ces lignes. Cependant les sous-chapitres 2.4 et 2.5, respecti-
vement sur l'infaillibilité ( ¨iÒma ) et sur l'intercession
(shafa¨a) des prophètes et des imams, fréquemment fondés
sur des sources jusquˆici non exploitées sous cet angle, com-
portent des développements aussi intéressants que pertinents.

Le chapitre 5 (pp. 204-223) est centré sur l'atitude des
imamites à l'égard des Umayyades et des Abbassides, mais
à travers cette problématique d'autres questions, comme la
notion de badaˆ , l'utilisation de la valeur numérique des
lettres ou encore les croyances eschatologiques, sont exami-
nées.

Enfin, le sixième chapitre (pp. 224-243) consiste en l'exa-
men de deux Ìadith-s imamites que l'auteur considère comme
«insolites» (unusual)6). Un appendice sur les occurrences de
la riwayat Abi l-Jarud dans le commentaire d'al-Qummi, une
riche bibliographie et d'excellents indices ajoutent à l'utilité
de l'ouvrage.

Les critiques que l'on pourrait formuler à l'égard de cet
excellent livre ne concernent donc que quelques points de
détail. D'abord, le plan est quelque peu troublant, peut-être
parce quˆencore trop proche du plan initial de la thèse. On y
relève des répétitions ou bien des discussions éparses sur des
mêmes sujets pouvant être réunies ensemble (par exemple
l'hostilité envers les adversaires «historiques» du shi¨isme
ou envers les Compagnons: parties I-4.1 à I-4.3, II-1.4, III-
3.2.2 à 3.2.4 et enfin tout le chapitre 5) ou encore des répar-
titions en chapitres et sous-chapitres dont la logique peut
échapper au lecteur (les chapitres 2 et 3 auraient pu consti-
tuer logiquement une même et unique entité, d'autant plus
que le second chapitre contient un sous-chapitre 1 alors quˆil
nˆy en a pas un deuxième; il aurait été plus logique de faire
un appendice du chapitre 6 sur les deux traditions «insolites»,
puisquˆil sˆagit plutôt d'un ex-cursus).

Un grand nombre de fautes typographiques et de coquilles
est à déplorer, surtout dans les noms propres et les transcrip-
tions. Contentons-nous de quelques exemples: p. xiv, ligne
19: H.Diaber et P.Pingree au lieu de H.Daiber et D.Pingree.
P.16, l.4: Îsaan >Îasan. P.34, note 26: fihi > fihi. P.68, l.1:
Aummi> Qummi. P.80, note 33: Dhdhabi > Dhahabi. P.89,
l.16: baytihi > baytihi et note 2, l.6: nafaˆishua >
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1) Sur ces études voir maintenant M.A. Amir-Moezzi et S. Schmidtke,
«Twelver-Shi¨ite Resources in Europe», Journal Asiatique 285/1 (1997),
pp. 73-122, en particulier pp. 75-80.

2) Première édition: Leipzig, 1920.
3) A cet égard, l'article de M. Ayoub, «The Speaking Qurˆan and the

Silent Qurˆan: a Study of the Principles and Development of Imami-Shi¨ite
Tafsir» dans A. Rippin (ed.), Approaches to the History of the Interpreta-
tion of the Qurˆan, Oxford, 1988, pp. 177-98, posait les problèmes de base
de façon fine et érudite.

4) Les articles de Bar-Asher-Kofsky sur la NuÒayriyya: Le Muséon
108/1-2 (1995), pp. 169-80; Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African
Studies 58 (1995), pp. 243-50; M.A. Amir-Moezzi (éd.), Le Voyage initia-
tique en terre d'Islam. Ascensions célestes et itinéraires spirituels, Paris-
Louvain, 1997, pp. 133-48; Rivista degli Studi Orientali 71/1-4 (1997),
pp. 55-81.

5) Chez ces auteurs, les gloses exégétiques sont en fait des Ìadith-s
remontant aux imams; cˆest ce quˆon appelle al-tafsir bi l-maˆthur.

6) Une version française de ce chapitre de la thèse a déjà été publiée:
«Deux traditions hétérodoxes dans les anciens commentaires imamites du
Coran», Arabica 37 (1990), pp. 291-314; là-dessus M.A. Amir-Moezzi,
«Notes sur deux traditions ¨hétérodoxes¨ imamites», ibid., 41(1994),
pp. 127-33.



nafaˆisuha…. P.196, note 311: arakan > arkan. P.234, note
34, l.3: al-Îasan > al-Îasan; l.5: après al-rajul minhum il
faut ajouter fi l-Kufa, etc.

Quelques remarques et réflexions ponctuelles: pp. 22-23,
note 67: il est vrai que dans ses Raw∂at al-jannat , al-Khwan-
sari, suivant certainement l'avis de quelques savants d'époque
Òafawide, rattache la nisba ™abrisi à la province de ™abaris-
tan;7) mais en fait cette nisba — lue également ™abarsi— se
rapporte à la petite ville de Tafresh (nom arabisé sous la
forme de ™abris, fautivement lu et prononcé ™abars), située
non pas au ™abaristan mais dans l'ancienne Médie, appelée
à l’époque islamique Jibal ou ¨Iraq ¨Ajam.8)

P.24, note 69: l'appartenance (secrète?) de Shahrastani au
shi¨isme ismaélien semble maintenant établie, après l'édition
de son commentaire coranique MafatiÌ al-asrar9) et grâce aux
travaux de G. Monnot et plus récemment de D. Steigerwald.10)

Aux pp. 82, note 42, p. 91, note 11 et pp. 102-4, concer-
nant «le Coran shi¨ite», l'auteur ne cite point ma longue
étude consacrée à ce sujet,11) étude qui va en plus dans le
même sens que celle d'E. Kohlberg et ses propres
recherches.12) Par contre, il ne cesse de se référer à l'article
de H. Modarressi, paru dans Studia Islamica, qui est fonda-
mentalement en désaccord avec les analyses et les conclu-
sions des trois chercheurs sus mentionnés.13)

P.89, note 3: Abu BaÒir était la kunya portée par trois dis-
ciples de l'imam Ja¨far al-∑adiq.14)

P.123: ¨Abd SaliÌ est une des nombreuses appellations du
septième imam Musa al-KaÂim (m.203/818). Le rapporteur
du Ìadith peut donc être un des MuÌammad b. ManÒur qui
sont dits avoir connu l'enseignement des 7e et/ou 8e imams.15)

P.118 (dernière ligne) et 220 (première ligne): il faut pré-
ciser que le mot siba¨ ( de banu l-siba¨ ), anagramme de
¨abbas (de banu l-¨abbas ) signifie «bêtes sauvages» et que
zufar (p. 118, nom ironique donné à ¨Umar) a ici le sens de
«bête qui porte de lourds fardeaux», en l'occurrence l'âne.

Enfin, quelques contradictions auxquelles l'auteur fait allu-
sion à de très nombreuses reprises (pp. 72, 79, 81, 135-37,
152, 241-3), auraient pu trouver une explicaion si elles
avaient été mises en perspective à l'aide de la division que

jˆai pu établir, dans plusieurs publications, entre une tradition
imamite «primitive ésotérique et non-rationnelle» (justement
principalement pré-bouyide) et une tradition plus tardive
«rationnelle et théologico-juridique» d'époque bouyide.16)

Ces remarques ponctuelles ne diminuent évidemment en
rien l'importance du livre de M.M.Bar-Asher. Cette étude
enrichit considérablement notre connaissance de la genèse et
du développement de l'exégèse coranique imamite ancienne.
L'érudition, la rigueur et la clarté qui la caractérisent font
incontestablement d'elle une référence désormais incontour-
nable pour les études shi{ites à venir.

Ecole Pratique des Hautes Mohammad Ali AMIR-MOEZZI
Etudes, Paris, mai 2001

* *
*

AL-MAWARDI — The Ordinances of Government. A
Translation of Al-AÌkam al-Sul†aniyya w} al-wilayat al-
diniyya. Translated by Wafaa H. Wahba, Ithaca Press /
Garnet Publishing, Berkshire, 1996. (25 cm, xvii, 301
incl. glossary and index). ISBN 1-873938-17-9.

The book under review is a much welcomed publication in
a series supported by the Qatar based Center for Muslim Con-
tribution to Civilization. The major goals of the series are “to
acquaint non-Muslims with the contributions of Islam … to
human civilisation as a whole” and to make “available … a
wide selection of works” that represent the civilization of
Islam “in all its diversity” (p. viii). Accordingly, it presents
English translations of books that are both faithful and com-
prehensive reflections of intellectual activities, conducted by
medieval Muslim scholars in various branches of literature and
scholarly writing. Since the books published in this series aim
to address “the common reader,” footnotes and other techni-
cal means of scholarly publication are kept to a minimum.

For the translations presented by this series, it is stated that,
in general, two scholars have been working each on transla-
tion: a native user of English and a native user of Arabic.
This has been done “in order to ensure accuracy and fluency”
(p. ix). The translator of this particular book, W.H. Wahba,
adds that efforts were made “to remain as faithful to the orig-
inal as possible without sounding archaic or unidiomatic” (p.
xvii). These statements reflect an intention that will be appre-
ciated by most readers, including specialists in the fields of
Arabic and Islamic studies.

The book begins with a Foreword by Mohammed bin
Hamad Al-Thani, Chairman of the Board of Trustees (pp. vii-
viii), followed by a note About this Series, (pp. ix-x), a list
of the Board of Trustees of the Center (pp. xi-xii), and the
Translator’s Introduction (pp. xiii-xvii). The English trans-
lation of al-Mawardi’s primer constitutes the main part of the
book (pp. 1-280). The publication is rounded off by a Glos-
sary of Arabic technical terms, some of which receive a con-
cise definition (pp. 281-285), and by an Index of proper
names (pp. 286-301).
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7) Voir par exemple H. Kariman, ™abrisi wa Majma¨ al-bayan, Téhé-
ran, 1340 solaire/1962, I:166sqq. et 313sqq.

8) Voir notes de F. Bahmanyar à son édition de Tarikh-e Bayhaq d'al-
Bayhaqi, Téhéran, s.d. (vers 1945), pp. 347-53.

9) Ed. fac-similé de l'unicum de Majlis de Téhéran, première édition,
Téhéran, 1989; maintenant al-Shahrastani, MafatiÌ al-asrar wa maÒabiÌ al-
abrar, vol. 1, éd. M. ¨A.Adharshab, Téhéran, 1997 (lˆédition de la suite est
en cours). Sur l'ismaélisme de l'auteur, voir l'introduction de l'éditeur.

10) G. Monnot dans ses nombreux articles dans l'Annuaire de la Section
des Sciences Religieuses de l'Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, années
1981sqq.; id. «al-Shahrastani», EI2, s.n.; D. Steigerwald, La pensée phi-
losophique et théologique de Shahrastani, université de Laval, 1997 et Maj-
lis. Discours sur l'ordre et la création, Université de Laval, 1998.

11) M.A. Amir-Moezzi, Le guide divin dans le shi¨isme originel, Paris-
Lagrasse, 1992, pp. 200-227.

12) E. Kohlberg, dans S.M. Stern et al. (eds.), Islamic Philosophy and
the Classical Tradition. Essays presented to Richard Walzer, Oxford, 1972,
pp. 209-224; M.M. Bar-Asher, Israel Oriental Studies 13 (1993), pp. 39-
74.

13) H. Modarressi, Studia Islamica 77 (1993), pp. 5-39; voir le compte-
rendu critique de C. Gilliot dans Revue des Sciences Philosophiques et
Théologiques 67 (1993), pp. 470-72. Sur le sujet voir aussi maintenant P.
Sander, «Koran oder Imam? Die Auffassung von Koran im Rahmen der
imamitischen Glaubenslehren», Arabica 47/3-4 (2000), pp. 420-40; R.
Brunner, Die Schia und die Koranfälschung, Mainz, 2001.

14) Mon Guide divin, p. 87, note 182.
15) Voir par exemple al-Ardabili, Jami¨ al-ruwat, Qumm, 1331

solaire/1953, II:203-4.

16) M.A. Amir-Moezzi, Guide divin, pp. 15-48; id., «Al-∑affar al-
Qummi (m.290/902-3) et son Kitab BaÒaˆir al-darajat», Journal Asiatique
280/3-4 (1992), pp. 221-50; id., «Aspects de l'imamologie duodécimaine
I: remarques sur la divinité de l'Imam», Studia Iranica 25/2 (1996), pp.
193-216.



In the foreword, M. Al-Thani places Wahba’s translation
within the Great Books of Islamic Civilization Project. He
outlines the vision, general foci, and methodology of this
collection. The note About this Series again makes similar
statements. The translator’s introduction briefly reviews al-
Mawardi’s life and work in the wider context of the histori-
cal development and the history of ideas of Islam. Consider-
ation is also given to Islam’s general views on
politico-religious leadership and government. In this intro-
duction, the translator relies in particular on the publications
of H.A.R. Gibb and F. Rosenthal, to whom the translator
refers explicitly at the end of the preface.

The decision to translate this book of al-Mawardi’s has
been made carefully. Abu l-Îasan {Ali ibn MuÌammad ibn
Îabib al-Mawardi (d. 1058 AD in Baghdad) is an important
medieval Muslim jurist, known especially for his contribu-
tion in formulating orthodox political theory regarding the
nature of the authority of the caliph. In fact, his book The
Ordinances of Government became an influential statement
of Islamic political theory.

In general terms, the English translation is a good one. It
represents accurately the meaning of the Arabic original, and
it is written in clear and understandable English (though the
translation still alludes to the fact that the Arabic original is
not an easy text to read). A cursory comparison of the trans-
lation with the Arabic original, however, shows that in a
number of sections the translation tends to follow the word-
ing of the Arabic text rather loosely (unless the translator had
access to an Arabic text different from those consulted for
this review).1) This general observation is noteworthy for two
reasons: al-Mawardi’s book is considered authoritative in
Islam, and it is a book on law that heavily depends on the
precise use of specific (legal) expressions, along with a cer-
tain way of reasoning. In effect, anyone who needs to con-
sult al-Mawardi’s book as ‘a legal source’ may still wish to
cross-check the translation with the Arabic original.

“The non-specialist with an interest in Islam and its cul-
tural heritage” (p. vii), however, will very much appreciate
having al-Mawardi’s book now available in English. The
translation provides easy access to the manifold contents of
al-Mawardi’s book. It displays the diversity of its sources and
it shows the particular scholarly method and literary form
used by this medieval author. The latter includes al-
Mawardi’s sophisticated and vigorous way of presenting mat-
ters of crucial political or legal importance in Islam. Exam-
ples of this are the meticulous organization of precedents into
categories and sub-categories, and the author’s references to
the different legal traditions. Even though al-Mawardi is con-
cerned in the first place with legal and state matters, he makes
— in addition to the frequent references to the Qur}an and
the Sunnah — extensive use of poetry, anecdotes, and tradi-
tions from the life of the early Muslim community. All this
contributes to an appreciation of al-Mawardi’s book as an
important literary and historical source that provides color-
ful and lively insights into medieval Islamic society, culture,
and politics. This ultimately makes reading the book a fasci-
nating and pleasurable experience for all interested readers,

including experts in medieval history, culture, literature, reli-
gion, sociology, political sciences, etc.

Unfortunately, there are some incorrect details in the title
page of this publication: the accurate transliteration of the
author’s name is al-Mawardi2) (instead of al-Mawardi); also
read wa-l-Wilayat or wa-’l-Wilayat (instead of w’ al-Wilayat).
Furthermore, it must be noted that the publication does not
indicate which edition of the Arabic text was used for trans-
lation. This is a lacuna, even if this publication targets a
“potentially large readership.”

Along the same line, the lack of footnotes must also be
mentioned. Even in publications like the one discussed here,
the complete omission of footnotes is not always a blessing.
For example, one does not have to read much of the initial
chapters of al-Mawardi’s book in translation before coming
across names of individuals, many of whom may mean little
to non-specialist readers with a rather general interest in
Islam. Most of these names would have merited short expla-
nations. In addition, there are passages on rather complex
subject matters that would have benefited from brief com-
ments, given the fact that al-Mawardi’s The Ordinances of
Government is regarded as a text of principal significance in
Islam.

University of Toronto, Sebastian GÜNTHER
December, 2000

* *
*

SMET, D. De — Empedocles Arabus. Koninklijke Acade-
mie, Brussel, 1999. (26 cm, 257). ISBN 90-6569-684-9.

Neoplatonism has deeply influenced Arabic philosophy. It
was just that form of thinking in late Greek Antiquity, espe-
cially at Alexandria, as reflected in the Commentaria in Aris-
totelem Graeca, nowadays translated and commented, pub-
lished by R. Sorabji in the series The ancient Commentators
on Aristotle with which Islam got acquainted.

It was part of the tradition, even of the Christian tradition,
to use philosophers both for basements of their doctrine and
the material to accuse their opponents of heresy, as e.g. Hip-
polytus did in his Refutatio omnium haeresium. And espe-
cially the Presocratics were appropriate for this aim because
of their lack of clarity, and even more Empedocles with all
his strange theories of first causes like Love and Hate!

After a short rejection of the theories of M. Asin Palacios
about Empedocles and Ibn Masarra, De Smet first tries to find
which corpus of texts of Anbaduqlis existed in the Arab
world and what the difference was between Empedocles in
the Greek world, the real Empedocles, and this Neoplatonis-
tic one. The Greek fragments are collected by H. Diels and
W. Kranz, Die Fragmente der Vorsokratiker, 3 vol. Zürich
1996-1998 (1951-1952), but here the collection of fragments
should also be mentioned, edited by M.R. Wright, Empedo-
cles. The extant fragments, London, Indianapolis/Cambridge
1995 (1981), with translation and commentary.

In the Arab world this real Empedocles was known by the
translation of the Placita Philosophorum of Aetius by Qus†a
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1) Ed. MuÒ†afa al-Bani al-Îalabi, [Cairo]: 1380H/1960 AD; this edition
seems to rely on only one manuscript. The Edition by AÌmad Mubarak al-
Baghdadi, Kuwait: Maktabat Dar Ibn Qutaybah, 1409/1989 is a good one;
it is based on what would seem to be several manuscripts. It also contains
a helpful technical apparatus.

2) All major medieval bio-bibliographical dictionaries available to me
have al-Mawardi. See also EI (2) VI, 869 (C. Brockelmann).



ibn Luqa, edited by H. Daiber, Aetius Arabus, Wiesbaden
1980. In addition to this, many fragments of Empedocles
were known through citations in the books of Aristotle. On
p. 25 and in note 57 it should be added that an edition of the
Problemata Physica has been published after a manuscript
from the library at Manisa (Turkey) by the reviewer, The
Problemata Physica attributed to Aristotle. The Arabic Ver-
sion of Îunain ibn IsÌaq and the Hebrew Version of Moses
ibn Tibbon, Leiden, Boston, Köln 1999, including only 15
books of the 38 Greek ones, without any citation under the
name of Empedocles.

The author concentrates on Anbaduqlis, the Neoplatonis-
tic-Islamic philosopher. De Smet wrote many a study about
Neoplatonism within the Islam, and consequently this book
about Empedocles must also be interesting because of his
knowledge of late classical philosopy and its Islamic tradi-
tions.

The most important source of his study (pp. 28ff.) appears
to be the Kitab Amuniyus fi Ara} al-falasifa, now edited by
U. Rudolph, Die Doxographie des Pseudo-Ammonios. Ein
Beitrag zur neuplatonischer Überlieferung im Islam, Stuttgart
1989, with many of the existing fragments of Empedocles in
a typical Neoplatonistic-islamic colouring, completed by Abu
}l-Hasan al-{Amiri’s Kitab al-Amad {ala }l-abad, the source
of Kitab ∑iwan al-Îikma and Kitab ™abaqat al-Umam by
∑a{id al-Andalusi, then Gayat al-Îakim, attributed to al-
Magri†i. Akin to the last mentioned text is probably a Hebrew
text Yesod {Olam, a cabbalistic treatise by an ElÌanan ibn
Abraham (XIV sc.), containing a quite free adaptation of texts
of Empedocles, chosen from his Book of the five substances.
“Mais ce groupe se compose avant tout des fragments
hébraïques d’un soi-disant “Livre sur les cinq substances”
… and somewhat later: “Ils devraient donc occuper une place
centrale dans notre étude, la tradition arabe, certes plus an-
cienne, étant beaucoup plus éparse”, but the Jewish adapta-
tion which can not have been arisen within the muslim world,
prevents to estimate these texts at their true value (pp. 34-
35); these texts require more research. The third part forms
the Turba philosophorum. Most of the texts to which is
referred, are included in the book after the text, preceded by
a French translation, unfortunately without any reference in
the text or in the notes of the book.

In chapter II life and works of Anbaduqlis is discussed.
Especially authors like {Amiri described him as a real
monotheist, to persuade the ‘ulama’ that philosophy has its
roots in profecy and is therefore not contrary to Islam. He has
had a close connection with Luqman, but later philosophers
were polluted and introduced erroneous innovations. This is
a conception which he derived probably indirectly from the
early Christian literature (p. 40f.). Interesting are the facts
about his life, according to the Arabs as a contemporary of
David, but it is clear that his contact with Luqman and David
made him a man with many intellectual and moral qualities.
He wrote many books, but the titles are different from those
mentioned in Greek literature.

In chapter III (La pensée d’Anbaduqlis: Essai de recon-
stitution) De Smet carefully investigates the fragments of
texts which have been transmitted, and compares them with
the parallel texts to reconstruct Anbaduqlis’ system and to
find an interpretation of the terms used by Anbaduqlis and
the meaning of them for his Arab readers.

A. Anbaduqlis monothéiste: le Principe Ultime et ses
attributs: The tawÌid is the most important dogma of the

Islam, but in his teachings this dogma is more Neoplatonistic
than islamic, more the negative doctrine of non-existence of
any other Form than the ipseitas of God (huwiya), which is
azali and not belonging to the dahr, in this manner that the
azaliya belongs to God, the dahr to the intelligible world, the
zaman to the sublunar world. This doctrine is very similar to
the one, described in the Plotiniana Arabica, but also to
Ismailitic writers like as-Sigistani.

Of course, the doctrine of the divine attributes (pp. 72ff.),
already known to the Greek Neoplatonism, is a topic in the
doctrine of Anbaduqlis. Because of his Neoplatonism it was
difficult for him to accept that some attributes like knowl-
edge, truth, goodness and power, did belong to God, for to
ascribe attributes to God could mean to annul the tawÌid.
Therefore Anbaduqlis defended the doctrine that the multi-
ple of attributes ascribed to God in the Qur’an, did not mean
a multiplication in the divine Essence; these are absorbed in
the divine Essence in such a way that He is one. A relation
between Anbaduqlis, Abu ’l-Hu∂ail and the Mu‘tazila seems
obvious (pp. 77ff.).

B. La genèse du monde intelligibile (pp. 85ff.):
The creation ex nihilo, denied by Empedocles (DK fr.

B12), is one of the other unusual issues of his doctrine. God
is the first Mover, the mutaÌarrik bi-naw‘ as-sukun, He
moves on the manner of rest, the Aristotelian ö kinjt®v ö
âkínjtov, but via Proclus it arrived in Neoplatonism, not as
an action of the Intellect (‘aql) or of the Matter (‘unÒur), but
as an action of the will of God (pp. 91ff.), which is possible
because this is the irada maÌ∂a, the pure will He is, one of
the attributes of the Qur’an He absorbed. Therefore He did
create bi-annihi faqa†, “solely by His essence”. Owing to this
ibda‘ al-‘unÒur al-awwal (the First Matter) comes into being.
This is a sort of spiritual matter, which is composed of Love
and Victory (tò n⁄kov by iotacism instead of ö ne⁄kov), a
reminiscence of the Greek Empedocles, but in a neoplaton-
istic sense situated between God and the Intellect and differ-
ent from the Second Matter, the matter of the sensible world.
Perhaps this is also a connection with the real Empedocles,
because his Sfaírov has been explained by later commen-
tators of Aristotle as a matter and receptacle which has in it
all germs of later beings, the substratum on which Love and
Victory (Hate) will have their effect.

From this First Matter originated the Intellect, the Soul,
Nature and the Second Matter, together the five substances
belonging to the cosmic order (pp. 111ff.). Like Neoplaton-
ism the procession of the emanation is a sort of degeneration,
but — and this is new in Anbaduqlis — each entity is like a
qisr (skin) or Òanam (image) for the preceding one and like
a lubb (heart) for the inferior one (p. 115ff.). That makes pos-
sible the próodov and the êpistrofß, the way down and
up. The way up Anbaduqlis denotes the verb Neoplatonistic
and Coranic ta∂arra‘a to pray humbly to God to be illumi-
nated by the superior entity as a sort of soteriology. This sote-
riology is incited by the dunámeiv or quwat maÌabba (Love)
and galaba (Victory) (pp. 121ff.), which go down in all infe-
rior entities, because al-maÌabba is the unifying power,
directed to the celestial sphere and al-galaba the separating
power, directed to the inferior multiplication of the sublunar
world. This seems to be in accordance to the explanation of
Hippolytos of the doctrine of Empedocles, rendered by Aris-
totle.

The Nature and the Second Matter (pp. 128ff.) are the last
hypostases of the intelligible world, whereas the Second Mat-
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ter is the substratum of the four elements, and then we enter
the sensible world.

C. La chute des âmes et leur remontée (pp. 133ff.), an
explanation of the soteriology which is important in
Anbaduqlis’ doctrine. The Soul is directed through the
maÌabba at the Intellect, whereas the galaba directs the Soul
at the sensible world with all its temptations — a sort of Neo-
platonistic explanation of DK fr. B115 — and this proces-
sion brings about the fall of the souls and their incarceration
in the bodies. The soul enters the body as a spßlaion with
the remarkable correction of ió°U of Badawi (Aflu†in ‘inda
’l-‘Arab, Cairo 1955, p. 24, notes 9 and 10) in ±ó°U.
Through the illumination of the soul (pp. 141 ff.) the purifi-
cation begins and the soul is liberated. This chapter ends with
the doctrine of the prophet, who purifies the insan magnun
bi-’l-lisan or bi-’s-saif, in the same way as the Greek Empe-
docles also wanted to be a prophet, and the Second Creation
at the day of Resurrection, although the doctrine of Resur-
rection is not the orthodox Muslim interpretation, but a Neo-
platonistic one: the purification of the souls and the return of
the souls in a cyclic procession.

The book ends with a conclusion (pp. 151ff.), the appen-
dices, the French translation (pp. 157ff) of the Arabic texts
(pp. 176 ff.) and Hebrew fragments of the Book of the five
substances in French translation (pp. 208ff.). After the bibli-
ography (pp. 233ff) and the indices (pp. 245) still follows a
summary in Dutch.

It is a very interesting study of this obscure philosopher
and prophet, but it is especially an important study, because
De Smet shows carefully the influence of Neoplatonism in
the Islamic philosophy and theology. Some inaccuracies like
‘ala instead of ‘ala (pp. 31 and 38, but see p. 31) or fi instead
of fi (p. 26, note 61) or bi-gumlatihi (p. 27, n. 66) instead of
bi-gumlatihi are quickly forgotten after reading this excellent
study.

Culemborg NL, February 2001 Lou FILIUS

* *
*

GELDER, Geert Jan van — Of Dishes and Discourse. Clas-
sical Arabic Literary Representations of Food. Curzon,
Surrey, 1999. (22 cm, VII, 178). ISBN 0-7007-1174-0.
£ 40.00.

Food is perhaps not as omnipresent in Arabic literature as
wine is, yet there is no dearth of descriptions of banquets,
metaphors taken from culinary arts and small vignettes on the
topic of food.

Van Gelder's monograph, which is simultaneously pub-
lished in the USA under a different title (God's Banquet), dis-
cusses culinary topics in Arabic literature. As always, van
Gelder manages to be both entertaining and informative, a
rare quality among scholars who usually do not combine flu-
ency with philological accuracy. In four chapters after the
Introduction (pp. 1-6), van Gelder discusses food in early
poetry (pp. 7-21), Umayyad and early Abbasid literature (pp.
22- 38), Classical adab (pp. 39-79: this is the main chapter,
as indicated by the author himself, see p. 6: the core of this
chapter is the sub-chapter 2 where the juxtaposition and inter-
changeability of words and dishes is developed), and later
adab (pp. 80-108). He retains the last chapter (pp. 109-125)

for discussing food and sex, food and oneiromantic texts and,
finally, food metaphors in the metalanguage of the Mediae-
val literary critics. Van Gelder's presentation is not as
straightforwardly chronological as the above might imply, but
he takes up similar subjects from different chronological lay-
ers.

The theme of food & literature is naturally vast, and there
are always areas which could have been covered. However,
the selections made by van Gelder are easily defendable and
the texts he discusses (the maqamat of al-Hamadhani;
Îikayat Abi'l-Qasim; Ibn Sudun's Nuzha; Ibn al-Îajjar's
Delectable War; ash-Shirbini's Hazz al-quÌuf, as well as
many other texts, including several poems and short anec-
dotes) are well-chosen and central to the theme. Neverthe-
less, the theme of feeding the wolf (see Manfred Ullmann,
Das Gespräch mit dem Wolf. Beiträge zur Lexikographie des
Klassischen Arabisch 2, 1981) would at least have merited a
mention in the chapter on early poetry, although one has to
admit that the feeding itself is rather subordinate in the scene,
the conversation between the poet and the wolf, or the poet's
monologue, taking most of the space.

Also the romantic meal, so common in Alf Layla wa-Layla
and frequently found in Mediaeval adab, too, is studied only
in passing (pp. 109-110).

Van Gelder has not included medical works and cookery
books1) into the discussion (see p. 39), although the latter do
pop up now and then, especially Ibn Sayyar al-Warraq's
Kitab a†-†abikh. This is easily understandable as their nature
is not literary.

The aim of the book is not to reconstruct the diet of Medi-
aeval people but to study the use of food in literature. Thus,
it is understandable that the more humble aspects of eating
get little attention, as do peasants and their dishes: as van
Gelder himself states (p. 103), “”peasants are almost wholly
invisible in Arabic literature, with one prominent exception'',
viz. ash-Shirbini's Hazz al-quÌuf, which is subsequently stud-
ied in detail.

Although van Gelder is clearly right, one might draw atten-
tion to Ibn WaÌshiyya's al-FilaÌa an-Naba†iyya (Toufic
Fahd, éd., L'agriculture nabatéenne. Traduction en arabe
attribuée à Abu Bakr AÌmad b. {Ali al-Kasdani connu sous
le nom d'IBN WAÎSIYYA (IV/Xe siècle). I-III. Damas: Insti-
tut Français de Damas 1993-1998), a book of controversial
date but probably describing the situation in Iraq around 900,
which is full of peasant recipes not found elsewhere in Ara-
bic literature. The work naturally falls outside the limits set
by van Gelder (it has no literary pretensions) but it gives us
some glimpses of peasant life and eating almost unparalleled
in Mediaeval Arabic literature. Thus, there is an interesting
and rare mention of the tasty flesh of pork which the author
deems the best and most nutritious kind of meat (p. 647; cf.
van Gelder, p. 83).

Van Gelder's book is an excellent survey of the theme of
food in literature. It is based on the impeccable use of a wide
variety of sources with which the author is very familiar. This
also means that he is free of the over-interpretations that
bedevil many similar studies. Van Gelder himself often warns
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1) See van Gelder, pp. 63-64; a few additions to the list of early cook-
ery books can be found in my review (in Studia Orientalia 73, 1994, p. 293)
of Manuela Marín — David Waines (eds.), Kanz al-fawa'id fi tanwi{ al-
mawa'id. Medieval Arab/Islamic Culinary Art. Bibliotheca Islamica 40,
1993



against reading 20th-century theories into Mediaeval texts or
forcing a single interpretation on heterophonic (cf. p. 105)
material (see, e.g., pp. 92, 94-95, 108, 117, 121). The sober
attitude of the author can only be applauded: he never lapses
into fanciful interpretations, although some do tempt him.
Yet, “”being tempted, however, does not mean being con-
vinced'' (p. 92). As a result of his soberness and vast read-
ing, van Gelder's book is a remarkable contribution to the
field of literary studies.

The following few remarks on some details should be
taken as a desperate attempt by the reviewer to find in this
excellent monograph at least something to correct or add to.

p. 45: I can see no reason not to accept the explanation
(rajraj = faudhaj) given by the editor of az-Zamakhshari's
maqamas (p. 122; copied from the older edition, SharÌ
Maqamat az-Zamakhshari, s.a.&s.l., p. 89). Cf. also E.W.
Lane, Arabic–English Lexicon (I-VIII. [London 1863-1893],
repr. Cambridge: The Islamic Texts Society 1984), s.v.
rajraja = faludh.
p. 51: Al-Ma{arri must have been thinking about the famous
episode of the poisoned roasted lamb addressing and warn-
ing the prophet, cf., e.g., A. Guillaume, The Life of Muham-
mad (A Translation of Ibn Ishaq's Sirat Rasul Allah. Oxford:
Oxford University Press 1955), p. 516. As al-Ma{arri was
quite ready to laugh at religion (cf. also van Gelder, pp. 87-
88), this adds another possible level of interpretation.
pp. 56-57: “”But Abu Zayd is wrong'' (p. 57) — is he? The
end of the maqama of al-Îariri actually shows how he is able
after all to trade his words for some valuables. The passage
will be analysed in my forthcoming monograph on the
maqamas.
p. 72: When Abu Zayd explains, at the end of as-Sinjariyya,
that his story has been a substitute for the lost sweets, he actu-
ally provides a key for the interpretation of al-Hamadhani's
al-Ma∂iriyya, too. In both maqamas, the story within the
story is served as a substitute for the dish taken away.
p. 75: For jarmazaj one should probably read jazmazaj, cf.
Persian kizmazaj (F. Steingass, A Comprehensive Per-
sian–English Dictionary. London: Routledge & Kegan Paul.
Sixth impression 1977, s.v.). Cf. also p. 151, note 6, in (ps.)-
at-TawÌidi, ar-Risala al-baghdadiyya (Ed. {Abbud ash-Shalji.
Bayrut: Ma†ba{at Dar al-kutub 1400/1980), a title selected by
the editor: actually the text is a re-edition of al-Azdi's
Îikayat Abi'l-Qasim.
p. 77: Al-Azdi is probably not quoting from al-Hamadhani,
see my article Al-Hama∂ani and the Early History of the
Maqama. in: U. Vermeulen — D. de Smet (eds.), Philoso-
phy and Arts in the Islamic World. Orientalia Lovaniensia
Analecta 87 (1998): 83-96.
p. 82: For the edible god of Banu Îanifa, see also Gerald R.
Hawting, The Idea of Idolatry and the Emergence of Islam.
From Polemic to History. Cambridge Studies in Islamic Civ-
ilization. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press 1999: 107.
p. 85: For Ibn Shuhayd's Risalat al-Ìalwa', see also my arti-
cle Ibn Shuhayd and his Risalat at-Tawabi{ wa'z-zawabi{,
published in the on-line Journal of Arabic and Islamic Stud-
ies 1 (1996-1997 [recte 1998]: 65-80), available from
http://www.UIB.NO/JAIS, to be published later in printed
form.
pp. 88-89: It should be obvious that Musaylima is quite inno-
cent of the passages attributed to him by later, and clearly
malicious, Muslim authors.

p. 90: The re-edition of Ibn Sudun's Nuzha by Arnoud
Vrolijk (see p. 146, note 63) has now appeared as Bringing
a Laugh to a Scowling Face: a critical edition and study of
{Ali Ibn Sudun's “Nuzhat al-nufus wa-mudhik al-{abus''.
Research School CNWS, Publications vol. 70. Leiden:
Research School CNWS 1998.
p. 136, note 46: at-Tadhkira al-Îamduniyya has been edited
(I-IX+Index. Ed. IÌsan {Abbas — Bakr {Abbas, Bayrut: Dar
∑adir 1996).
p. 151, note 1: For Kashshaf, read Asas.

University of Helsinki, Jaakko HÄMEEN-ANTTILA
January 2001

* *
*

PAUL, Joachim — Menschliche Destruktivität und politische
Gewalt. (Islamkundliche Untersuchungen, Band 223).
Klaus Schwarz Verlag, Berlin, 1999. (24 cm, 106). ISBN
3-87997-275-3; ISSN 0939-1940.

The mere existence of this book is a positive sign, since it
is a short monography on a single novel by a contemporary
Arabic author. Not many of such works exist in German as
yet, if at all, which could make Joachim Paul’s study a bea-
con lighting the way to the shores of interest in contempo-
rary Arabic literature. For what is an everyday procedure in
the study of other literatures must eventually become the
same for Arabic and other West Asian literatures as well.
That this is not yet the case can be seen from the series in
which the author saw fit or found necessary to publish his
study. It is called “Islamwissenschaftliche Untersuchungen”,
a series of great merits but also serious limits as it predefines
the content of studies that may then completely contradict
this definition. To publish in such a series a study about an
author like Mu’nis ar-Razzâz, who has nothing to say, and
does not say anything about Islam, is worse than just
deplorable and only explicable by the history of, and the atti-
tude still predominant in the (philological) study of West Asia
and North Africa in Germany. To continue to force any inter-
est in contemporary Arabic literature into the strait-jacket of
Islamic studies does not do justice at all to this literature.

Still, the mere existence of studies like this one shows a
development that may eventually, and against many odds,
result in the separation of literary from Islamic studies and
lead to a normalization in treating Arabic literature.

Joachim Paul’s book deals with I{tirâfât kâtim Òawt (Con-
fessions of a Silencer) one novel by Mu’nis ar-Razzâz, divid-
ing his just over one hundred pages long study, rather con-
ventionally, into half a dozen chapters: “Der Autor und sein
Werk” (The author and his work, pp. 14-21); “Zur Bedeutung
von I{tirâfât kâtim Òaut in der arabischen Literatur” (The place
of I.k.Ò. in Arabic literature, pp. 22-25); I{tirâfât kâtim Òaut
(About the plot and the structure of the book, pp. 26-30); “Die
intertextuellen Strategien: Erich Fromm, Dostojewskij und Ibn
al-Muqaffa{” (Intertextual strategies: E.F., D. and b. al-M., pp.
31-59); and “Der autobiographische Gehalt von I{tirâfât kâtim
Òaut” (The autobiographical content of I.k.Ò., pp. 60-96).

Mu’nis ar-Razzâz is, together with Ibrâhîm Nasrallâh, Ilyâs
Farkûh and a few others, probably the best known prose
writer in Jordan today. His writing is anything but easy to
read. The author likes to use a great variety of perspectives,
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different levels of time and consciousness, and sometimes a
complete integration of awareness, dreams, wakefulness and
nightmares. His characters symbolize the deep frustration
about the end of the great visions, particularly that of nation-
alism, in the Arab world. They thus become strangers or even
completely split personalities.

J. Paul selected for close reading ar-Razzâz’s novel
I{tirâfât kâtim Òawt (Confessions of a Silencer), silencer here
being not only someone who prevents someone else from
speaking or speaking up but also a euphemism for a killer.

This silencer, Yûsuf, is a professional killer in the service
of politicians of different affiliations who when he was in
prison met a fellow-prisoner, Dr. Murâd, a politician of high
renown, from whom he hopes to gain a position of power,
which Dr. Murâd is not willing to grant to him. When, after
some political change, Dr. Murâd is put under house arrest
so he will be “silenced”, Yûsuf flees to Lebanon and decides
to take revenge on his former cell-mate by killing his son
AÌmad, who lives in Beirut.

In the novel — which M. ar-Razzâz considers a genre to
create a world different from the real one, but not in the sense
of a positive counter-world but of one ruled by a deeply
depressing atmosphere — the author, in fact, combines sev-
eral themes: Yûsuf’s character; his relationship with Dr.
Murâd and his family; the political situation that determines
Dr. Murâd’s destiny, and his family’s situation during the
house-arrest. Needless to say, the novel is replete with psy-
chology, and it is here that J. Paul is at his best. He gives much
information about the “sources” used, the psychological inter-
pretations employed, particularly those of Erich Fromm and
Dostoyevski about human destructiveness. In another chapter
(pp. 60-96) he deals at length with the autobiographical con-
tent of the novel, offering details gleaned from interviews with
the author, particularly about the relationship to his father,
Munîf ar-Razzâz (whose Rasâ’il ilâ awlâdî — awrâq ghayr
manshûra the son published in 1995). Useful as all this infor-
mation may seem, it sometimes tends to distract from the
novel and reduce the literary production of the son to his feel-
ing of guilt towards his father. It is a kind of psychologiza-
tion comparable to the one practiced some years ago by
Brigitta Ryberg on Y. Idrîs (Yûsuf Idrîs [1927-1991] — Iden-
titätskrise und gesellschaftlicher Umbruch [Beirut, 1992]). In
both cases, one admires and appreciates the information pre-
sented, while having at the same time the impression that there
is at least one chapter missing in the book — in this case that
on the novel as a piece of literary art.

But all this must not blind us to the fact that J. Paul’s book
is a step in a promising direction.

Bern and Zürich, January 2001 Hartmut FÄHNDRICH

* *
*

GILADI, Avner — Infants, Parents and Wet Nurses.
Medieval Islamic Views on Breastfeeding and Their
Social Implications. (Islamic History and Civilization,
Vol. 25). E.J. Brill Publishers N.V., Leiden, 1999. (24
cm, XII, 191). ISBN 90 04 11223 5; ISSN 0929-2403.
Nlg. 143,24/Euro 65.00.

The methods, mores and meanings of infant feeding in past
and present societies are increasingly receiving attention from

historians and anthropologists. They depart from the premise
that breastfeeding should not be considered merely as a bio-
logical fact but as a specific historic and cultural practice,
analysis of which may shed light on vital aspects of family
life, such as the status of women, the value of children, the
kind of bonding between mother and child, the power struc-
tures within the family, and the family's role in the wider
society. Historians of premodern Europe have uncovered
valuable historical documents on wet nursing in France and
Italy, such as the archives of foundling hospitals, which
enabled them to go beyond a study of theories and opinions
about infant feeding and to focus on daily practices instead.
For premodern Muslim societies however there is a near total
lack of such archival documentation. It is therefore all the
more courageous that Giladi has accepted the challenge to
write this study of the Medieval views on infants, parents and
wet nurses in the Muslim world.

The sources available to Giladi were in general of a nor-
mative-theoretical character, all written and compiled by men
of upper-urban social strata. The reader should therefore not
expect much information on the daily practices of breast-
feeding in the past. But Giladi made the best use of his
sources as he could. Religious, legal and medical texts
formed the basis to deal with three main aspects of the his-
tory of breastfeeding in Muslim societies: Firstly, the Islamic
‘ethics' of breastfeeding as laid down in the Qur'ân and later
further developed in the Traditions, compilations of positive
law, court records and fatwa's. They all inform us of the
norms and values concerning breastfeeding, and the latter two
sources give a few glimpses of local attitudes to and prac-
tices of breastfeeding. Secondly, how medical theories of
breastfeeding developed as a reformulation of Greek Hippo-
cratic and Galenic medicine, the ways in which they were
popularized and woven into religious and legal discussions,
and in which instances medical doctors disagreed with reli-
gious and legal scholars. The third aspect dealt with are the
social implications of the medieval Islamic theories of breast-
feeding, in particular their influence on parent-child rela-
tionships and the definitions of kinship.

The early religious sources express a remarkable attention
for the value of maternal breastfeeding and the right of the
nursling to maternal care and the protection of its health. At
the same time, the Qur'ân approved of non-maternal nursing,
whether voluntary or mercenary, as a solution to practical
problems due to illness, death, or pregnancy of the mother,
or divorce of the parents. It seems that at certain times among
the urban elite mercenary wet nursing was quite common. In
this context, the author extensively discusses the impediments
to marriage this non-maternal suckling creates according to
the Qur'ân 4/23. This verse prohibits marriage to “those who
are your mothers by having suckled you, those who are your
sisters by suckling” (p. 21). It is implicitly based on the idea
that the milk of a nursing woman is formed from the blood
of her womb, and that therefore ties created by suckling are
ties of kinship. By recognizing milk ties analogous to blood
ties, the incest taboo is extended to a larger group than only
blood relatives and affines. Many aÌâdîth and/or legal trea-
tises further elaborate on the question of who should be con-
sidered as milk relative. When the man is seen as the owner
of the milk because it is the man's semen which causes the
flow of breast milk, as some jurists do, the circle of people
who can be considered kin is further enlarged. Another main
issue is how and under what conditions milk kinship and its
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impediments to marriage are established. In this context,
jurists have argued about the number of sucks, the ways of
transmittance, or the age of the suckling as relevant criteria.

This unique extension of kinship in Islam, at least com-
pared to Judaism and Christianity, has had a remarkable
social impact and significance. It has been practiced to
broaden the network of relatives on whom one could rely for
assistance and cooperation and with whom women could
have free and open social contact, while it also encouraged
exogamous ties beyond the boundaries of the own patrilineal
and patrilocal extended families. The author could also have
referred here to the scattered notes in the anthropological lit-
erature on the political and economic use of breastmilk, for
instance some Berber tribes in Morocco have used it to estab-
lish pacts, while elsewhere it was used to establish trade rela-
tions. Of particular interest is Giladi's analysis of the dis-
cussion on milk banks, which illustrates how Medieval
Islamic views on breastfeeding continue to play a role in pre-
sent times. In milk banks as set up in some Western coun-
tries since the 1940's, human milk is pooled to make its nutri-
tional and immunogenic properties of full use to babies who
are premature, have low birth-weight or suffer from mal-
absorption or feeding intolerance. Although milk banks play
only a very marginal role in Western countries and do not
exist in Islamic countries, the idea behind them is passion-
ately discussed by Muslims because such sharing of human
milk from unknown origins is particularly problematic from
an Islamic point of view. Giladi includes the full texts in Ara-
bic of an article by ‘Abdallâh Mabrûk al-Najjâr, a teacher of
Islamic law at al-Azhar University in Cairo, and a book-chap-
ter by two Sa‘udi doctors, Zuhayr AÌmad al-Sibâ‘i and
MuÌammad ‘Alî al-Bâr on this issue. Both the physicians and
the scholar of law reject the milk bank because it threatens
the legitimacy of future marital relationships between
nurslings fed through milk banks. I would like to add here
that knowledge about the Islamic notion of milk kinship and
the resulting objection against milk banks is of relevance for
medical personnel working with milk banks in multi-cultural
and multi-religious hospital settings.

Medieval medical views on breastfeeding were largely in
agreement with religious views in their recommendation of
maternal breastfeeding up to two years and their recognition
that maternal milk had nutritive and immunogenic value
(stated by Ibn Sînâ in terms of “repelling harms” p. 51) and
was important for the well-being and health of both the infant
and its mother. Wet nursing was seen as an acceptable alter-
native, animal milk was not. Less unanimously shared
notions were that pregnancy could harm a woman's milk and
that the nurse's milk influenced the nursling's character traits.
There was but one medical advice which was detrimental to
the infant in terms of present day medical knowledge: that a
newborn baby should not be breastfed the first two or three
days. Such a practice deprived the nursling of the highly
nutritional and protective colostrum.

Galen's idea that women who are nursing babies should
abstain from sexual intercourse because this could spoil or
diminish the milk was taken over by Muslim physicians. Reli-
gious scholars were more ambivalent towards this issue, and
neither group seems to have been successful in convincing
couples to practice abstention for as long as the mother was
lactating. It conflicted with what males considered as their
basic marital right, especially for men from the lower strata
who could not afford polygamy or female slaves. A similar

post-partum taboo on sexual intercourse had supported the
widespread European practice of mercenary wet nursing. That
mercenary wet nursing never became so widespread in the
Islamic world as in Europe, is attributed by Giladi to the
ambivalent religious stance on abstinence and to the sexual
outlets provided to young fathers by polygamy and slavery (p.
119). But because second wives and slaves were only avail-
able to a very limited elite group of men, I would rather argue
that the “cult of the mother” (p. 96) and especially the kin-
ship effects of wet nursing were the more important explana-
tions for this difference. Current anthropological research not
only shows a general awareness and occasional strategic use
of milk kinship relations, but also a recurrent hesitation or even
aversion to use strange wet nurses, as also the discussion on
milk banks confirms. The fear of loosing track of one's kin
ties and the possibility of unwittingly committing incest looms
large. By taking account of this deeply felt fear for incest we
can also better understand why jurists have such hair-splitting
discussions on whether suckling from a dead woman, a vir-
gin, or an animal, leads to prohibitions of marriage, or why
local people can spend hours in discussing who is allowed to
marry whom. Another reason for the aversion to wet nursing
lies in the distrust of women, because men fear that women
may use it for their own purposes against the interests of the
husband or his patrilineage, for instance to prevent a patrilat-
eral parallel-cousin marriage, to enlarge their network beyond
the circle of in-laws, or to socialize with strange men.

This is a truly fascinating book, especially for specialists
in Islamic family law or scholars researching Islamic child-
hood or family relations. It is also important for historians,
anthropologists and other readers who want to know more
about the various meanings and social consequences of
breastfeeding or about the intricacies of kinship in non-Euro-
pean cultures. It is a fine piece of research, well written, and
an excellent sequel to the author's Children of Islam: Con-
cepts of Childhood in Medieval Muslim Society (1992). The
specialists will appreciate the inclusion of transcribed Arabic
terms and citations in the text, and the glossary of Arabic
terms designating child feeding based on Ibn Sîda's Al-kitâb
al-mukhaÒÒaÒ in Arabic and English. Unfortunately, the non-
Arabic speaking reader is at times left puzzling because some
Arabic terms and citations have remained untranslated, and
it is not systematically indicated when they have been para-
phrased or summarized elsewhere in the text. The high price
set by Brill Publishers may be an impediment to buying this
book, which is very much worth reading.

University of Nijmegen, Willy JANSEN
January 2001

* *
*

AVISHUR, Yitzhak — The Oldest Translation of the Former
Prophets into Judaeo-Arabic: The Text of Bodleian
Manuscript Poc. 349 with an Introd. and Notes. (Publi-
cations of the Hebrew University Language Trad. Proj.,
19). The Magness Press, Jerusalem, 1995. (24 cm, VI,
342, IV). ISSN 965-350-019-8.

This book is devoted to a manuscript containing the Ara-
bic translation of the Former Prophets, that is, the biblical
books Joshua, Judges, Samuel and Kings. In the preface by
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Shlomoh Morag, the scholar says that his series will now be
enriched by a manuscript with an Arabic translation which
dates from 1354 CE made by Mordechay ha-Dayyan bar
‘Uzziel in Mardin in Northern Iraq (now in southern Turkey
or western Kurdistan). The manuscript contains a long fore-
word and some parallels with Saadya Gaon (d. 942).

Avishur first describes the manuscript and discusses the
Judaeo-Arabic translations of the Former Prophets in general.
For example, he compares the translation which he calls the
Mardin Translation of the Former Prophets with Saadya’s
translations by asking himself whether Saadya translated the
Former Prophets, and by discussing a) the translation of
Judges 5 attributed to Saadya and the Mardin translation of
the Former Prophets; b) a translation of two haftarot from
the Book of Kings (I Kings 1: 1-31 and II Kings 4: 1-37)
and the Mardin translation of the Former Prophets; c)
Saadya’s translation of Isaiah 36-39 and the Mardin transla-
tion of II Kings; and d) Saadya’s translation of Psalms 18
and the Mardin translation of II Samuel 22. However, it
seems that none of the known Arabic fragments or citations
from the Former Prophets attributed to Saadya have anything
in common with the present Mardin translation.

In introductory Chapter 4, Avishur discusses the charac-
teristics of the translation of the Former Prophets by a) estab-
lishing the possible link with Jonathan’s translation into Ara-
maic; b) establishing the link with alternative translations; c)
investigating whether the translation contains interpretation;
d) looking at the original features of the translation; and e)
looking at inconsistencies.

In the fifth introductory chapter, Avishur discusses the lan-
guage of the translation and deals with the nature of the medi-
aeval Judaeo-Arabic language; he also discusses the possible
influence of Saadya’s translations on the Mardin translation,
based on a scrutiny of the translations of specific terms, of the
translation of Hebrew words by words of similar roots, and of
Persian, Hebrew and Aramaic words in the translation. But the
influence of Saadya Gaon on the Mardin translation is diffi-
cult to trace, and the Mardin translation shows many original
characteristics of its own such as the rendering of one Hebrew
word with different Arabic words and his interpretative expan-
sions introduced by the expression ya‘ni (“that is to say”).

Then follows the translation of the text (Joshua: pp. 53-88;
Judges: pp. 89-124; Samuel: pp. 125-210; Kings: 211-298;
and notes to the foregoing books: pp. 299-334), and finally
the list with the biographical abbreviations (pp. 335-342).

One wonders why in a time of increasing interest in the
Qaraite linguistic literature and Qaraite translations of the
Hebrew Bible into Arabic and Qaraite grammatical comments
— which led to important publications by Haggai Ben-Sham-
mai, Meirah Polliack and Geoffry Khan — no attempt is
made by Avishur to compare the translations of the Mardin
manuscript with similar translations made by the Qaraites, of
which Yefet ibn ‘Eli (d. 1005) is the most important repre-
sentant. Finally, I should like to mention that the language of
the translation — Arabic written in Hebrew letters, and there-
fore called Judaeo-Arabic — is very close to or identical with
literary or Classical Arabic.

Amsterdam, December 2000 Arie SCHIPPERS

* *
*

AVISHUR, Yitzhak — A Medieval Translation of the Lat-
ter Prophets into Iraqi and Syrian Judaeo-Arabic, Book
1: Isaiah and Jeremiah, the Text of the Bodleian Hunt-
ington 206 manuscript with Hebrew Introduction and
Notes, Hebrew University, Magness Press, Jerusalem,
1998.

In the preface, Avishur states that this partial manuscript
edition of the translation of the Latter Prophets into Arabic
(Huntington 206; Bodleiana) is a part of the nearly complete
translation made in Baghdad and copied there in 1196. It is
a kind of follow-up to Avishur’s publication of the Mardin
manuscript (Pocock 349; Bodleiana) containing the transla-
tion into Arabic of the Former Prophets.

The Huntington 206 manuscript has 298 leaflets, compris-
ing Isaiah from 1a-83a, Jeremiah from 83a-172a, Ezechiel
from 173a-238b, and the twelve Minor Prophets (in Aramaic,
tere ‘asar) from 238b-298b. Nineteen leaflets are written in
a different hand, completed by a much later copyist. As we
know, this edition covers only Isaiah and Jeremiah.

Here and there in the manuscript are dates, such as at the
beginning: ‘I start to write the sharÌ of the Latter Prophets
etc. in the year 5340’ (i.e. 1580). It seems, as Avishur
implies, that the date at the beginning of the manuscript
(1580) refers only to the date when the copying took place
by the copyist of the last failing passages. After the transla-
tion of Jeremiah is written: ‘the completion of this blessed
text coincides with 16 Ab of the year 4957 (1197)’. A date
very near to that is found at the end of the translation of
Ezechiel, namely: ‘The completion of it was the night
[before] Wednesday, namely the night of Hoshana Rabba, 21
Tishri, 7th day Sukkoth’.1)

In his introduction Avishur goes into the background of
the Judaeo-Arabic translations of the Latter Prophets,
describes the manuscript and concludes that it is not an orig-
inal but a copy. This opinion is based on the fact that there
are many mistakes in the manuscript, and that the translation
of complete verses fails and apparently are omitted by over-
sight. Also the fact that the copyist uses the word nuskha
(‘copy’) leads to this conviction. The other copyist involved
in this codex has 19 leaflets: his handwriting is very unclear,
while the other copyist was very readable. His language is
more outspokenly dialectal and is reminiscent of the dialects
of Syria and Baghdad. Avishur considers all the translations
to be by the same hand, and lists grammatical and lexical par-
ticularities under one heading.

Avishur asks himself whether or not Saadya Gaon (d. 942)
translated the Latter Prophets and individuates terms used by
Saadya in the present translation, referring to Saadya’s com-
mentaries and their relation to the Latter Prophets, and the
identification of place names.

According to the editor, the influence of Saadya can be
seen in the translation of Hebrew roots by Arabic words of
similar roots; by the Persian words in the translation, by the
Hebrew and Aramaic words in the translation, and by the
use of rare words in Saadya’s translation and the present
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translation, the interchange of letters and the vocabulary. He
discusses some of the characteristic features in the transla-
tion of the Latter Prophets such as interpretation and gram-
mar, alternative translations, and people and periods in the
translation. Moreover, he tries to determine the translation’s
relationship to Targum Yonathan. In the introduction,
Avishur talks at length about the identity of the author of the
translation and his whereabouts. Having failed to see a pos-
sibility to identify the person, he goes on to individuate the
place. The way the author translated the names of the towns
of Iraq shows that he was an Iraqi from Baghdad or Basra,
the use of Persian words is also frequent in Iraqi dialects.
These features added to the Syrian dialecticisms leads him
to believe that the translator was from an Iraqi family resid-
ing in Syria.
After the text of the translations of Isaiah (pp. 45-114) and
Jeremiah (pp. 115-190) into Arabic, with notes added to Isa-
iah (pp. 191-222) and Jeremiah (pp. 223-236), the editor ends
with a list of bibliographical abbreviations (pp. 237-241).
According to Schlossberg (see Pe‘amim 83), Avishur did not
take into consideration that the translations are a reworking
of the Qaraite translator Yefet ibn ‘Ali (‘Eli), the greatest
interpreter of the Bible of the Qaraites in the Middle Ages.
The Huntington manuscript on which the work is based has
been known in academic circles for more than 300 years, but
scholars have been more interested in the twelve Minor
Prophets than in the other parts. However, those scholars did
not identify the author: some thought it was Saadya Gaon,
while others thought it was not written by him, but influenced
by or based on him.

Paltiel Birnebaum was the first to attribute the twelve
Minor Prophets to Yefet ibn ‘Ali. He edited the long com-
mentary by Yefet on Hosea. In his foreword he analyses the
likeness between the commentary in question and our present
Huntington 206 manuscript and concludes that it must be by
Yefet.2)

It can now also be explained that the first three translations
of the Huntington manuscript (Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezechiel)
are the fruit of the pen of Yefet. Perhaps the translator also
used non-Qaraite translations.

The bibliographer of the writings of Yefet, Giuliano
Tamani, unhesitatingly classifies the translation of the Latter
Prophets between the translations of Yefet. Comparisons with
the Huntington Isaiah and other Yefet Isaiah manuscripts
reveal that what we have here is a reworking of the Isaiah by
Yefet.3) There seems to be no doubt that the Huntington man-
uscript belongs to Yefet. However, the text is far from the
original, because the copyist made a reworking on his own
and changed the text in a number of places.4) Schlossberg

concludes that Huntington must be one of the early rework-
ings of the translations of the Prophets by Yefet. Avishur
individuated the author of the translations as someone from
Iraq residing in Syria, but did not want to conclude that the
author could be identified with the important Qaraite trans-
lator Abu ‘Ali al-Hasan ibn ‘Ali al-Basri alias Yefet ibn ‘Eli
(Hasan=Yefet, “beautiful”) who came from Iraq and lived in
Jerusalem, where he died ca. 1000. However, comparisons
between the twelve Prophets as represented in Huntington
206, reveal that there are in the British Library manuscripts
of Qaraite translations ascribed to Yefet, which are textually
almost identical to the ones in Huntington 206.5)

A final remark about the so-called Judaeo-Arabic language
of the published text: it is very close to literary Arabic and
hardly dialectal. This is a feature the text shares with Saadya
Gaon’s translations. It is certainly not Middle Arabic, which
should be a mixture of the vernaculars and the Classical lan-
guage. The situation in this manuscript is quite the opposite
of the later shuruÌ genres in Morocco, which are totally in
vernacular and exhibit no knowledge at all of written Arabic.
Concluding, I should like to thank Avishur for making all this
material accessible and hope that he will publish the remain-
ing texts, in order to provide us with more insight into the
nature of the Arabic of the Jews which was a tool for them
to make the Hebrew Bible comprehensible.

Amsterdam, December 2000 Arie SCHIPPERS

* *
*

GALMÉS DE FUENTES, Álvaro — Los manuscritos aljami-
ado-moriscos, de la Biblioteca de la Real Academia de
la Historia (Legado Pascual de Gayangos). Madrid: Real
Academia de la Historia 1998 (Fuentes catalográficos de
los fondos manuscritos de la Real Academia de la His-
toria). 235 pp. 16 láminas. ISBN 84-89512-07-8.

Álvaro Galmés de Fuentes, professor emeritus of the Uni-
versidad Complutense of Madrid, has been for years the most
important founder of this field of study, namely the Spanish-
Arabic literature in Arabic script written by the Moriscos —
the Muslims who remained in Spain after the Reconquista.
This Spanish literature in Arabic is, as we know, called
“Aljamiado” literature. A few of these Aljamiado manu-
scripts are to be found in the collection of 58 manuscripts,
some of them fragmentary, made by Pascual de Gayangos
(1809-1897) and endowed to the Spanish Royal Academy of
History.

The manuscripts described in this collection concern top-
ics ranging from poems to history, legends, novellas and reli-
gious literature. The author decided to catalogue the manu-
scripts because the index by Eduardo Saavedra is merely a
list which did not merit the title of catalogue. The thematic
classification of the manuscripts, however, is difficult, since
there are many codices which are miscellaneous or comprise
various materials. But the author has made a uniform system
for describing the codices, following a sequence in which he
gives the name of the author or declares the work anonymous
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2) Schlossberg agrees with Birnebaum because comparisons of our man-
uscript with the recently edited Nahum and Habaquq (by Livneh-Kari)
prove that they are clearly those of Yefet, with all the changes due to time.

3) This supposition can be based upon the edition of Isaiah 47 which
Haggai ben-Shammai made for a study on differences of translation in the
work of Yefet ibn ‘Ali. Ben-Shammai compares the text of manuscript
Huntington 60b with the text of three other manuscripts namely British
Library Or. 2548 (112a-118a), and London Or. 2502 (37b-45b) and Peters-
bourg Yevr. I: 569 (165a-172a).

4) Compare e.g. Jeremiah 2 Huntington with BM Or. 2549 (11th Cen-
tury) written in Arabic letters which is the oldest remaining comment by
Yefet on Jeremiah. Sometimes in Huntington Ms there is a concession made
for the vernacular, where it says ‘esh al-hajah bik’ instead of the classical
‘ma lak’. In other verses of the Huntington manuscript parts of the com-
mentary are added, comprising identifications of places and rivers, etc.

5) Kees de Vreugd (Faculty of Mathematics, University of Amsterdam)
is working on one of these texts of the twelve Minor Prophets.



(I); the name of the copyist (II); the title and contents of the
work (III); an indication of the place where the work was
written (IV); the date of the work and of the manuscript (V);
the first and last words of the work (VI); an external descrip-
tion of the manuscript, type of paper, Latin of Arabic letter
type, number of leaflets, size, number of lines per leaflet,
marginal notes, vignettes, state of conservation, and origin
(VII); an internal description and analysis of the contents
(VIII); a brief biography of the author and the sources (IX);
the relation of the codex to other manuscripts and texts, in
Aljamiado, Arabic or Romance (X); a bibliography (XI); and
quotations of important passages from the manuscript (XII).
Before the description, the new and old signature of the man-
uscripts are mentioned.

From what I can judge, there is a vague kind of order to
the listing of the manuscripts: those in Latin letters come first
(the first five items), followed by the manuscripts in Aljami-
ado and Arabic, sometimes also mixed with Latin. The first
five manuscripts are also among the most important ones.
Number I — about religious festival days and the love of
God, consisting of folia 64-238 — also contains a poem on
the punishment of the son of Edam, of which Galmes gives
a specimen on pages 14-16. Number II is called “The repen-
tance of the unfortunate” (El arrepentimiento del desdichado)
and apparently was written by a Morisco expelled from Tunis
(255 folia). It comprises also a scene of a man who escaped
from his wife who had incited him to sin. What makes it
interesting is that among the authors and sources quoted are
many Castilian literary authors such as Lope de Vega and
Garcilaso. Number III is one of the manuscripts of the Briv-
iario Çunni about religious duties by the well-known Yça
Gidelli, on which G. Wiegers, “el gran estudioso de la figura
del autor del Breviario Çunni” (p. 28), has written a mono-
graph entitled Islamic Literature in Spanish and Aljamiado.
Yça of Segovia (fl. 1450): His antecedents and successors,
Leiden 1994 (not 1944, as listed by Galmes on p. 29).

Grouped at the beginning of the catalogue are the most
substantial works, while at the end there are many items of
a limited number of leaflets, sometimes only one or two. As
to be expected, many of the items are concerned with reli-
gious subjects such as the destruction of schisms and here-
sies, Muslim duties, marriages (V), the 99 names of God,
Mohammed’s prayer when ascending to heaven (VIII), etc.
But the following list shows how disparate the items really
are:

XXIII Book of the Lights by al-Bakri about the Prophet
Muhammad’s early life and celestial travel (184
leaflets in Aljamiado) with many significant pas-
sages mentioned.

XXIV Legends and traditions of the Prophet (198 folia,
Alj.).

XXV Religious duties (230 folia, Alj.).
XXVI The story of the love between Paris and Viana (18

folia).
XXVII Tradition by Muhammad (one page).
XXVIII A fragment of the story of al-Hajjaj b. Yuçuf, the

well-known general and conqueror of early Islam,
with a lad (one page).

XXIX The Story of the doncella Arcayona (one page).
XXX El poema de Yuçuf (one page).
XXXI Debate between Christians and Muslims (8 leaflets).
XXXII Debate between Muslims and Jews (11 leaflets).

As well as religious debates, there are more belletristic
genres such as the love story about Paris and Viana, the story
about al-Hajjaj b. Yuçuf with a lad, the story of the doncella
Arcayona, and El poema de Yuçuf. Galmes provides all the
items with the necessary information, but nevertheless for the
English reader, I should like to refer to the introductory work
by Anwar G. Chejne, Islam and the West: the Moriscos. A
Cultural and Social History (Albany NY 1983). This work
is not referred to by Galmes, although it contains special
chapters dealing with secular literature, poetry, history and
legends.

At the end of the book, Galmes provides many useful
indices, such as an index of authors and quoted personal
names, and indices of place names, titles of works referred
to, modern authors, and a glossary of Arabic words and
phrases. There are also 16 plates with reproductions from var-
ious manuscripts from this collection. All in all, the catalogue
is a useful tool for those researchers who want to pay a visit
to the Pascual de Gayangos collection, or to keep themselves
informed about it.

Amsterdam, December 2000 Arie SCHIPPERS

* *
*

PAGNINI, Anna — Matal e verso a confronto. Una ques-
tione di poetica araba classica alla luce di un'analisi
paremiologica. (Quaderni di Semitistica 20). Diparti-
mento di Linguistica, Università di Firenze, Firenze
1998. (24 cm, VII, 329). ISBN? L. 70.000.

This book deals with the comparison of early Arabic
mathal (Arabic for ‘proverb’ and ‘proverbial expressions’)
and early Arabic verse. The first part is devoted to defini-
tions. The Arabic mathal may differ from our proverb. The
characteristics of proverbs are investigated, as is why they
are so representative to be included in verses. Opinions on
proverbs by Ancient Arab critics are quoted in order to indi-
viduate the principal elements of the definition of mathal
(Part I, 2.1). For instance, there is a classical definition by al-
Nazzam (d. 845) who defines the mathal as containing
brevity of formulation, concision, to-the-pointness and well-
chosen comparison; other theoreticians claim that there are
also incorrect amthal, i.e. when a verb is omitted or a word
changed or expression modified. The wordings of the mathal
may very well have aesthetic values, because of the relation
between the idea and the efficiency of its expression. She
quotes many other medieval definitions, such as those men-
tioned by Ibn Rashiq (d. 1063), for example, “They said: it
was called mathal because it is always a sign (mathil) for the
mind of somebody who is consoled by it and counselled,
admonished and commanded, and the sign is in front of
somebody because they say: ‘Ruins that stand before him
(†alal mathil)’, i.e. towering up before him.”

Then, proverb-like verses are mentioned from classical
sources, especially in view of the closure of the verse line.
The closure of the verse is seen as one of the characteristics
of Arabic poetry. There has also been a debate among orien-
talists on the possible coherence of a whole qaÒida and the
molecular structure of the lines. The problem of the closure
of the verse should perhaps be placed in the context of oral
production as exemplified in The Oral Tradition of Classical
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Arabic Poetry by Zwettler (1978). Closure is also dealt with
by the Ancient Arab literary critics, who sometimes consider
enjambement as a stylistic effect. According to Blachère,
Zwettler and Bencheikh, enjambement developed more in
later poetry than in pre-Islamic.

Subsequently, Part I Chapter 3 presents some medieval tes-
timonies [that critics considered mathal and verse in the same
perspective. The verse is quoted for one of the following rea-
sons: obscure and rare words (ghar{b); the same concept; the
same image; the verse contains the mathal itself. One of the
examples of classical authors who combine proverbs and
verses is al-Jahiz (d. 868) in his Kitab al-Îayawan and al-
Askari in his Diwan al-Ma{ani (d. 1005). There is also an
author who brings back all the amthal in Kalila wa-Dimna
(translated into Arabic in the 8th century) to Arabic origin
borrowed from poetry. The mathal when quoted confers ele-
gance to prose and gives solidity to poetry, according to
Zamakhshari (d. 1144). After confronting mathal and verse
one can conclude that the well-known description of the Ara-
bic verse as single unity and the autonomy of the verse has
been reconfirmed. This study also discloses that the closure
of the verse belongs to the essential characteristics of Ancient
Arabic poetry, which you have to know in order to grasp its
particular aesthetics. Am/al found in poetry are, for instance,
famous lines by Imru’ul-Qays (d. 540; “God made success-
ful the one who asked him, and doing good is the best lug-
gage for a man”) and by al-Nabighah (d. 604; “There is no
way for a man besides God”). Famous is the anonymous
proverbial verse-ending that goes Ayyu l-rijali al-mudhah-
hab? (see p. 44, note 116, 117: “Which man is pure, i.e.
without sin?”), which can be inserted after several verse
beginnings. Critics such as Tha{lab (d. 904) are interested in
perfect half-verses, which can be quoted independently. Other
poetry verses such as by al-Mutanabbi (d. 965) and Abu’l-
{Atahiyah (d. 825) were proverbial already in medieval times.

The second introductive part is devoted to the direct analy-
sis of the material. Pagnini goes into the question which cor-
pus she is going to use for her research. Her choice falls on
the famous Amthal by al-Maydani. Although Maydani died
in 1124, his material is nevertheless representative of pre-
Islamic times. Maydani used more than 50 reliable collec-
tions to make his collection representative (it comprises
nearly 5,000 proverbs). Maydani’s alphabetical rendering has
the advantage that you can find all the proverbs starting with
‘man’ (“who”) of the type “who is X=Y” under the letter
mim; and under lam you can find the type of proverbs with
the prefix ‘la-‘ followed by the energetic verbal forms.

In the next passage the focus is on the formal description
of the mathal (Part 2, Chapter 3.) by means of the distinction
of the different structures such as tajn{s (paronomasia), rhyme,
alliteration and izdiwaj (‘repetition of certain morphological
schemes’), and structures of proverbs earlier identified by
Dundes such as equational proverbs (“Time is money”), coor-
dinate proverbs (“Laugh and grow fat”) and oppositional
proverbs (“One swallow does not make a summer”).

Pagnini then comes up with her own Arabic examples of
basic structures of proverbs and expressions: e.g. “War is
deceit” (X=Y); “Advice makes him fall into suspicion” (X
makes Y); “Do what is just from this moment on” (do X);
“A lousy thirst” (X); “The vanity of a singer and the
resourcefulness of an heretic” (X and Y); “Few water from
a rich source” (X preposition Y); “A wolf, when alone, is a
lion (X=Y, when Z). The last mentioned example belongs to

a series of cases, in which a condition (Z) is added. She gives
an ample list of additional conditions A-I (such as condition,
negation, time, ‘who’, ‘like’, doubling, etc.). In Chapter 4,
she gives an ample set of examples, with an analysis of
proverbs in the light of the interaction of the different struc-
tures. On pages 115-116, there are schemes showing the pos-
sibilities of XYZ in conjunction with A-I and the frequency
of them. She also gives examples of binary structures in cer-
tain am/al, such as “The good is habit and the bad is obsti-
nacy”, “Many times the wise is rejected and the stupid lis-
tened to” (p. 127).

A special chapter is devoted to the interaction of the sin-
gle structures, such as Al-nafs ‘azufun alufun (“The soul is
disinclined and passionate”), where there is an alliteration of
the letter f enriched by the presence of the two fricative sibi-
lants s and z; or the sentence Bala fadirun fa-bala jafru-hu
(“The wild goat pisses and his young pisses”), where there
are several phonetic echoes, the repetition of the verb, and
the opposition superior/inferior.

After the analysis of the am/al comes the analysis of the
verses (Chapter 5), and am/al and verses are contrasted with
each other. The corpus of verses is formed by 270 verses
from the Diwan al-Îamasa, a collection of early and pre-
Islamic poetry by the poet Abu Tammam (d. 843). From this
work, 234 verses are quoted from a single chapter, namely
Bab al-adab (“Chapter of Good Manners”), while the other
37 belong to the first chapter on Îamasa (“Bravery”). Both
collections, the Amthal and the Îamasa, refer to pre-Islamic
and early Islamic periods and were very popular but were
compiled afterwards. Pagnini’s way of analysing the verses
is similar to her earlier analysis of the amthal. E.g. as an
example of binary verse structure and repetition, she gives
the following verse (my translation): “When they eat my
flesh, I spare their flesh, and when they try to destroy my
glory, I will build for them a glory.”6) The two hemistichs
have a perfect binary structure: within each hemistich we
have the opposition of a pair and the repetition of another,
while the relation between the two hemistichs is synonymy.
In another example we find the first hemistich with a verbal
conjugated form in combination with a verbal accusative, the
relation between the first and the second hemistich being con-
firmed by the repetition of the word layth (“lion”, not “wolf”
as Pagnini translates it) in the expression “We walked like a
lion who comes in the morning, but the lion was ferocious”.7)
And to give a third example listed “X preposition Y when
Z”: “In evil is salvation when doing good does not save
you”.8) In this example, we find a pair of opposed words and
a verbal substantive plus verbal conjugated form. In initial
and final position we find the two opposites (evil/good) and
in the central position the two appearances of the verb (name
and verbal conjugated form). From this results a chiasmus.
Pagnini also gives examples of binary verses in which the
intention of the first hemistich is repeated in the second, e.g.
“If I am small in the eyes of the vicious, I am great in the
eyes of the good ones”.9) Sometimes the two segments of the
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6) Fa-in ya’kulu laÌmi, wafartu luÌuma-hum/ wa-in hadamu majdi,
banaytu la-hum majda//.

7) Mashayna mishyata l-laythi/ ghada, wa-l-laythu ghadbanu//. Pagnini
translates: ‘Avanziamo come il lupo di mattina, il lupo affamato’= “The
hungry wolf”.

8) Wa-fi-l-sharri najatun hi/na la yunji-ka iÌsanu//.
9) Fa-in aku fi shirari-kum qal{lan/fa-inn{ fi khiyari-kumu kath{ru//.



binary phrase have a relation based on a particular remark
being subsequently linked to a general remark, which is
almost a proverb, e.g. “Recognize to your client his right: it
is the noble man who recognizes the right of others”.10) Some
verses can be described in the same manner as the am/al
(“Do not do X, doubled”) such as “Do not mix yourself in
the affairs from which you are exempted/ and do not give
advice except only to someone who will accept that
advice”.11)

As earlier, the types of verses are listed in a scheme (p.
154). The main text is followed by the corpus of am/al and
their translation (Appendix I); the corpus of verses and their
translation (Appendix II); a survey of am/al and verses in
which the same proverbial expressions occur (Appendix III);
and frequent word couples, sometimes two opposites, which
are word groups that also crop up elsewhere (Appendix IV).
The book ends with a bibliography and a summary in English.

On the whole, the book is an interesting contribution to the
study of early Arabic literature and language: no-one has ever
made such a detailed analysis of Ancient Arabic am/al as
proverbs. The formal characteristics which can be distin-
guished in the mathal indicate a general principle, namely
that of repetition, especially in its binary function. This has
a mechanism comparable with Greima’s question-réponse,
and Scheindlin's anticipation-resolution whose main tension
is to give a completeness to the sentence and a sense of def-
inite closure. We live in a time in which there is more and
more interest in throwing light on the nature of the very for-
malistic characteristics of Semitic languages, such as Bibli-
cal Hebrew and Classical Arabic, which were more artificial
constructions than living languages. Studying early Arabic
verse and early Arabic am/al may give us more insight into
the archaic linguistic construction that literary Arabic was.
Therefore, this study by Anna Pagnini should be welcomed
amidst the other recent books on proverbs by Kassis12) and
Sagiv/Landau13) and the book on Classical Arabic verse and
metre by Frolov.14)

Amsterdam, December 2000 Arie SCHIPPERS

* *
*

CORRIENTE, F. — A dictionary of Andalusi Arabic (Hand-
buch der Orientalistik. 1. Abt., Der Nahe und der Mit-
tlere Osten, ISSN 0169-9423; Bd. 29)- Brill, Leiden,
1997. — XXI, 623 p.; 25 cm. — ISBN 90-04-09846-1.

This is the first ever comprehensive dictionary of Andalu-
sian Arabic. It is rather surprising that until recently very lit-
tle was known about Andalusian Arabic. The dictionaries and
grammatical sketch of the Andalusian Arabic language and
other literary documents of this vernacular, published earlier
by Corriente, already showed us the richness of Andalusian

Arabic, about which we have more data than any other
medieval Arabic vernacular (cf. e.g. F. Corriente, El lexico
arabe andalusi segun P. de Alcala, ordenado por raices, cor-
regido, anotado y fonemicamente interpretado, Madrid, Uni-
versidad Complutense de Madrid, Facultad de Filosofia y
Letra (Departamento de Estudios Arabes e Islamicas, Uni-
versidad Complutense de Madrid) 1988. — X, 259 pp; F.
Corriente, El lexico arabe estandar y andalusi del “glosario
de Leiden”, Madrid, Departamento de Estudios Arabes e
Islamicos, 3, Universidad Complutense, 1991. — 184 pp. ;
F. Corriente, Lexico estandar y andalusi del Diwan de Ibn
Quzman, Zaragoza, Universidad de Zaragoza (Area de estu-
dios arabes e islamicos; 1), 1993. — 164 pp. )

The sources of the present dictionary are manifold: testi-
monies of the vernacular in Arabic script as well as Latin
script, from dialectal poetry as well as from scientific treatises.
Books about the ‘errors of the people’ (the so-called lahn al-
‘amma literature) and Andalusi Judaeo-Arabic sources in
Hebrew script have not generally been included, except occa-
sionally from the Granadine Jewish author Saadya ibn Danan
(15th century). And rightly so, I think, because many Judeo-
Arabic texts from Andalusia are not in vernacular, but in Clas-
sical Arabic since the Arabic writings by important Jewish
authors such as Moses ibn Ezra (1055-1138) and Yehudah ha-
Levi (1065-1140) do not contain Andalusian Arabic at all. But
as far as Judaeo-Arabic is concerned, Corriente leaves the final
decision to Blau in view of the comprehensive Judaeo-Arabic
dictionary the latter is undertaking.

In his dictionary, Corriente is right to use a single, stan-
dardized Latin transliteration system, except for Arabic mate-
rials that were already in Latin script, as in the case of
Alcalá’s work. It is of course impossible to get an impression
of the Andalusian Arabic vernacular by reading a dictionary.
If we want to get to know the grammar of the vernacular and
its affiliations with other Arabic dialects and tribal vernacu-
lars, we need to look at Corriente’s earlier publication A
grammatical sketch of the Spanish Arabic dialect bundle
(Madrid, Instituto Hispano-Arabe de Cultura, 1977).

Nevertheless, it is interesting to have an overview of the
lexical possibilities of the dialect. The dictionary is arranged
by Arabic roots represented by Latin symbols. In case of
verbs, some data of the verbal scheme are given. Many loci
refer to Ibn Quzman’s Diwan (referred to by IQ).

I hope this compilation of words and expressions of the
Andalusian Arabic dialect will attract the attention it
deserves. It will be of great use to all those who specialize in
Andalusian Arabic, or even Spanish Hebrew or medieval
Castilian literature.

Amsterdam, December 2000 Arie SCHIPPERS
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10) Wa-{rif li-jari-ka Ìaqqa-hu/ wa-l-Ìaqqu ya{rifu-hu ‘l-kar{mu//.
11) la ta{tari∂ fi-l-amri tukfa shu’una-hu/ wa-la tansahna illa li-man huwa

qabilu-h//.
12) Riad Aziz Kassis, The book of Proverbs and Arabic proverbial

works, Leiden: Brill, 1999.
13) David Sagiv & and Jacob M. Landau, Hebrew-Arabic Proverbs, Tel-

Aviv: Schocken Publishing House, 1998.
14) Dmitry Frolov, Classical Arabic verse: history and theory of Arud,

Leiden: Brill, 2000.




